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Have you -)( been introduced 
to PLACE? 

Do you know 
WHERE 
PLACE 
IS? 

PLACE 

~ is 
NOT 
WHERE YOU WERE 

P erhaps it might be best to begin 

here, with rhe particularities of the space in 

which UnderCurrents is produced. In its 

rather desultory isolation from the imensities 
of the ciry of Toronto, and its somewhat 

ironic "distance" from the mythos of the wild, 

UnderCurrents is both figuratively and liter

ally situated at a juncture between the realms 

of culture and nature. ror readers familiar 

with this journal, part of what we have at

tempted to negotiate over the years has been 

some of the conceptual boundaries which 
work to bracket and divide these imimarely 

inseparable realms. In essence, UnderCurrents 

has sought to define something of a liminal, 

in-between space from which to consider var

ious problematics of nature and the "natural" . 

This project exists in what is suictly speaking, 

the 'suburban.' York University happens at 

edges of both Canada's largest metropolis and 

the nation's most densely populated and 

highly 'cultivated' cottage and farm country. 
Beside the woodJm stands the mall, and 

within this nexus, we sit in a three-story, 

neatly partitioned, sealed glass building which 

houses the Faculty of Environmental Studies . 

Needless to say, this site is full of contradic

tions. And yet there is, most definitely, a here 

here. Like any place, it has irs pleasures, con

ditions of power, regulatory structures and 

regimes, deprivations, excesses and eco

nomies. As such, and in consideration of its 

mulrirude of contradictions, we find this to 

be an apropos site from which ro instantiate 

some discussions about an equally conuadic

tory figure we initially termed, and perhaps 
now, after puning this journal together, can 

only provisionally call, "natural space" . 

By looking to present some of the 

issues at stake when the question of "natural 

space" is at stake, our intention here is not w 

~ 

offer neat resolutions of 
the contradictions or con

flicts this question might 

involve. Rather, one criti

cal poim of this issue of 

UnderCurrents is to sug

gest mat space has a his
tory, defines a history, and 

marks a way of being in 

history. Considered in this 
manner, the ostensible fig

ure of "namral space" stands as an important 

subject of concern for various social critics, in

cluding environmentalists. For one, by cou

pling tOgether two terms - rhe sparial and the 

natural - we can get a sense of how "nature" 
has been historieally circumscribed, produced 

and designated spatially, whether it be in 

parks, cities, conservation areas, the global 

commons, heavy industries, scientific labora

tories or in various human and nonhuman 

bodies. Perhaps more significandy, because 

such circumscriptions arc constituted through 

often deeply contested polirieal and ideologi
cal frameworks, and rhus very much acts and 

effects of power, rhey differentially define 

meanings and experiences of "nature" (and 

"culture") for various populations across the 

globe. Defmitions of "natural space" in every 

way work within and are constitutive of pre

scribed economic, discursive and geopolitical 

comexts. Immanent to the social, they are a 

condition of irs very omology . 

Part of this ontology of space con
cerns the very contingencies of what we in the 

\X' est call the natural. Whether taken in terms 

of the "accidents" of geography, the availabil

ity of "resources", or the "limits" of the body, 

the very natures that spatializarion processes 

circumscribe make crucial demands upon the 

organization of space and definitions of its 

history. Nor that these natures "fight back" by 

way of a militaristic mad1emarics of neo

Malthusianism. They are more significantly 

locations where nature is not simply acted 

upon but is irself an actor. Considered in 

terms of its variegated histOricity (which at 

once includes the biological, political and 
technical), "natural space" presents a com

plex, polysemic and deeply conflicted figure 
whose exigencies call for multiple kinds of 

critical engagemenr. 



In this issue of UndrrCurrmrs, we 

wanted to script rogether some: of the com

plexities raised by the question of what con

stitutes ~natural space". As is indicative in the 

pieces selected here, such a question nm only 

invokes concerns over what counrs as "nat

ural space", but for whom it counts, and at 

what cost. Such concerns give rise to some 

very important considerations that, perhaps 

nor so surprisingly, suggest a need ro look at 

a series of problematics regarding rhe politics 

of nature. One critical example centres on 

d1c implications of coloni:t.ation in construc

tions of "natural space" and land claim strug

gles of Native peoples. Colonization, as a 

number of writers in this issue suggesr, has 

often involved a rwo-fold process of Euro

American settler states appropriating and 

controlling the lands of Narive peoples and 

simultaneously redefining (or, in some cases, 

imaginatin::ly inventing) rhe terms by which 

these lands are to be represented, understood 

and known. Colonization is a spatial process 

that accordingly ascribes me and exchange 

values ro particular "natural spaces" and, in 

turn, to the bodies and lives of those who 

happen to inhabit these spaces. Struggles of 

reclamation and restitution, whether enacted 

at Oka, on the Hawaiian island of 

Kaho'alawe, Irian Jaya or Haida Gwaii, are 

thus very much imbricated in political con

tests over meanings and configurations of 

natural space. In significant ways, they exem

plify the degree to which what is given as a 

space of nature is often in fact the outcome of 

historical processes or domination. 

Such challenges to this ethos of the 

domination of nature have certainly had the 

highest profile in interventions, strategies 

and discourses of recent environmenral.ist 

thought and practice. There can be little 

doubt that contemporary discourses of 

"lorch American environmentalists have of

fered up some key re-definitions of natural 

spaces and meanings and relationships to 

"the en,ironmenc." But sorely lacking in 

these often romantic, at times reactionary 

discourses is a consideration of the degree to 

which nature is constituted in rhe urban 

realm. Consistently viewed as an environ

mental pariah - the antithesis of the "nat

ural"- the modern city cannot be so quixor-

ically overlooked, for it is a crucial site within 

which nature is engaged with and defined by 

global populaces. As different writers herein 

suggest, not only is it impossible to arbitrar

ily divide city and country, but to do so is 

shortSighted. It will become crucial for envi

ronmemalisrs to engage with urban space, 

not only as a generator of vast amounts of 

pollution and waste, but as a legitimate and 

viable site for transforming our practice of 

living on chis earth. 

If the city is a crucial site for rhe 

articulation of discourses and politics of na

ture, so roo are bodies. Due in large part to 

the foundational work done in feminist stud

ies and gender theory, the previously ne

glected relationship benveen the body and 

nature requires greater consideration than 

ever before. Indeed, as is evidenced by a 

PLACE 
is NOT 
"HOME BASE" 

number of discussions occurring in this issue, 

the politics of nature is in every way insepa

rable from the politics of the body. 

In sum, as an increasing number of 

environmental initiatives and preservation 

objectives seem to be blinkered by forms of 

single issue argumentation, an engagement 

with spatial politics might begin to suggest 

differenr "-'a)'S of articulating "environmental 

problems" by situating them within wider 

di~cursive and political fields. Thinking of 

the politics of nature spatially can possibly ef

fect different questions and thus different 

kinds of concerns for social and environmen

tal praxis. As rhe above problematics suggest, 

the point is, space matters to any considera

tion of the environment or nature. 

Michael Bresalier with Shauna M. O'Donnell 

PlACE GOES wh'" YOU GO ~ ,, th<tim• 

Thts 1S al very f;ne 
when you have 

ONE SUPPORT 

But what if your X 
SUPPORT . . 
is DIVIDED? 

No matter 
what you 
may be 
UPTO 

THEN- A WHERE IS 
PLACE? . 
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